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ENHANCEMENTS 

1. If the External Code of a Location or Location Feature is changed, there is now a function to test whether the 
External Code is being used for MapViewer linkage. If it is, a message box is displayed to warn the user that the 
MapViewer linkage might be broken if the change is saved. Answering NO in the message box will restore the 
External Code to its prior value, while a YES response will save the changed External Code value. 

 

2. Now, when using the Locate button to search for a Purchase Order, there are additional options for PO Type, 
Vendor, Fund, and Department. The search results now display Amount as well as Open and Closed dates. 

 

3. The Purchase Order Locate form has also been enhanced to include Open, Closed, and All Status radio-buttons 
(above). 

4. The Parts/Materials Locate form has been enhanced so the search results now sort by part number by default. 

5. A “Received” check-box column has been added to the Transaction Log tab on the Materials form...the grid 
now shows parts received and not received. 
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ENHANCEMENTS Cont. 

6. The PubWorks Help menu has been improved with a single menu item for "Training Resources" replacing “Quick 
Reference Guides” and “Report Catalogs”. Selecting this will launch a browser for a generic URL: 
https://support.pubworks.com/resources/documents/. (In case launching a browser is not possible or 
desirable, please contact Support [INI variable for NoQRGMenu menu set to TRUE/1]). 

 

7. Now, when adding a line item to a PO, the cursor is placed in the Search textbox by default. 

  

8. The Purchase Order List View filter defaults have been changed to Open POs and Life-To-Date. 
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ENHANCEMENTS Cont. 

9. On the Purchase Orders form, the List View is now sorted by PO Number in Descending order, and the record-
by-record navigation buttons will follow this order. 

 

10. Under Category Data, the forms for Location and Equipment Types now have toggle buttons to turn on/off OFR, 
OSR and PWMobile for all locations or equipment of the selected type. 

 

11. A new User Power has been added to Allow Zero Contractor Cost on a Daily activity. 
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ENHANCEMENTS Cont. 

12. The Fleet PM Schedule has been enhanced with a count in the caption of how many Work Orders will be 
created if the third radio-button is selected when the user clicks Create WO. 

 

13. If a Location or Location Feature Code or Name are changed the PWMImport utility will now update this 
information in the ESRI Feature Class if associated in the Data Manager. 

14. The Service Request Log now has an Hours column (which adds regular to OT hours) and an Hours summary text 
box to the Activity Log grid. 
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FIXES 

1. Now, when adding a line item to a Purchase Order, the sort order of found parts is by part number (not part 
name). 

 

2. In the Purchase Order form, a drop-list will now auto-clear if a Code doesn't match its Name and vice-versa. 

3. The Material Transaction Log on the Purchase Order form now has a Life-to-Date default timeframe filter.  

 

4. The default sort order of the Purchase Order Material Transaction Log is now set to sort by Transaction Date in 

descending order.  

 

5. The Purchase Order List View default sorted by PO Number in ascending order. 
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FIXES Cont. 

6. The Fleet Work Order has been fixed so that now both Odometer fields can be tabbed-to if the vehicle chosen 
has two odometers. 

7. The Inspection form will now enforce the presence of a Completion Date when a Closed inspection status value 
is selected...when a Closed status is selected, the Completion Date field is shaded yellow (required). 

8. In Service Requests, the system-wide default Taken By employee now works. 
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